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Abstract :
Strong winds may be biased in atmospheric models. Here the ECMWF coupled wave-atmosphere
model is used (1) to evaluate strong winds against observations, (2) to test how alternative wind stress
parameterizations could lead to a more accurate model. For the period of storms Kaat and Lilli (23 to 27
January 2014), we compared simulated winds with in-situ – moored buoys and platforms - and satellite
observations available from the North Atlantic. Five wind stress parameterizations were evaluated. The
first result is that moderate simulated winds (5-20 m s-1) match with all observations. However, for
strong winds (above 20 m s-1), mean differences appear, as much as -7 m s-1 at 30 m s-1. Significant
differences also exist between observations, with buoys and ASCAT-KNMI generally showing lower
wind speeds than the platforms and other remote sensing data used in this study (AMSR2, ASCATRSS, WindSat, SMOS and JASON-2). It is difficult to conclude which dataset should be used as a
reference. Even so, buoy and ASCAT-KNMI winds are likely to underestimate the real wind speed. The
second result is that common wave-age dependent parameterizations produce unrealistic drags and are
not appropriate for coupling, whereas a newly empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization leads to
higher winds compared to the default ECMWF parameterization. This proposed new parameterization
may lead to more accurate results in an operational context.
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speed. The second result is that common wave-age dependent parameterizations produce
unrealistic drags and are not appropriate for coupling, whereas a newly empirically-adjusted
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Charnock parameterization leads to higher winds compared to the default ECMWF
parameterization. This proposed new parameterization may lead to more accurate results in an
operational context.

Key Words: air-sea exchanges ; the North East Atlantic; winds; IFS; sea state; roughness

length; drag coefficient; wind stress

1. Introduction
Winds over the ocean generate waves, storm surges and are a dominant source in driving the
ocean circulation, including western boundary currents, upwellings and coastal circulations.
They are also a major contributor to surface air-sea turbulent fluxes (heat, moisture and
momentum). In ocean and wave modelling, winds are generally taken as a forcing field
provided by an atmospheric model (e.g. operational analyses or reanalysis). Several studies
suggest that strong winds may be systematically underestimated by atmospheric models, with
a consequent underestimation in storm surges and wave models. Rascle et al. (2013) observed
a bias between the wave model WAVEWATCH III® and observations depending on the winds
fields, 5% for the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) (Saha et al., 2010) and 15%
for the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) operational
analyses. Hanafin et al. (2012) and Stopa and Cheung (2014) showed that large wave heights
were underestimated when forcing the simulations with ECMWF operational analyses or
ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011). So far, it is not clear whether the strong negative
bias obtained in wave simulations is caused by underestimated wind speed, or inaccurate
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stress formulation, or imprecise wave growth and dissipation parameterization at high wind
speeds. The possible underestimation of high winds in atmospheric models is probably not the
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only explanation for wave underestimation. Parameterization of wind stress could also be
another reason. Indeed, for a given wind field aloft, lower drag coefficient Cd will result in
lower friction velocity and, as a feedback, will yield higher surface wind.
For atmospheric modelling, obtaining reliable atmosphere to ocean momentum fluxes is
crucial. It encompasses a very broad field of time scales and atmospheric phenomena, from
the instantaneous forecast of fine-scale events (nowcast) to global climate runs over several
decades (Shimura et al., 2017). In atmospheric models, various parameterizations for the
magnitude of drag coefficient Cd produce wind speeds above 10 m s-1 with 10% or more
relative discrepancies between data sets (Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013). In ocean models, various
Cd parameterizations can modify storm surges amplitude by up to 20% (Mastenbroek et al.,
1993, Muller et al., 2014).

The ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) is unique in using a coupled system
between its atmospheric model and the wave model ECWAM operationally, thus providing a
dynamic prediction of the drag coefficient as a function of the sea state. This Cd representation
was developed by Janssen (1991) to reproduce the behaviour of the coupled waveatmospheric boundary layer model of Janssen (1986). This parameterization was generally
found to provide more accurate weather forecasts (Janssen, 2004). Nevertheless, there are few
reliable observations at strong wind speeds for comparisons. Several recent field experiments
produced estimations of Cd, based on direct in situ measurements (Black et al., 2007; Edson

et al., 2013) or indirect ones (e.g. Powell et al., 2003; Holthuijsen et al., 2012), as well as
laboratory tank measurements (e.g. Donelan et al., 2004; Jarosz et al., 2007; Takagaki et al.,
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2012). At wind speeds above 20 m s-1, reported Cd observations are significantly lower than
those given by the ECMWF parameterization.
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The present work started from the possible link between a probable underestimation of strong
winds in some (or most) atmospheric models and high values of Cd used in their boundary
layer parameterizations. The objective of the present paper, based on a numerical simulation
of the case study of the two extratropical storms Kaat and Lilli which crossed the North
Atlantic in January 2014, is twofold: how strong are the biases for high wind speeds in
atmospheric models, and can they be corrected by changing Cd parameterizations? For this
we first evaluated the strong surface wind speeds obtained using the default parameterization
used operationally in the IFS by comparing them with observations. We then tested several
alternative parameterizations (including a newly developed parameterization) to attempt to
reduce the discrepancies between the modelled and observed strong winds. The first part of
this paper describes the Kaat and Lilli storm events. In the following part, we describe the
coupled wave-atmosphere model, as well as the different sources of wind observations:
satellite data, buoys and platforms. Then, we focus on the comparisons between simulated
winds and observations. Finally, we analyse the impact of several parameterizations –
including a newly developed one - on the atmosphere.
2. Case study: storm description
In the following paragraphs, we describe the selection criteria for the case study, the synoptic
situation and the storm tracks.
2.1. Event selection
The events that are the subject of the present study were selected from ERA-Interim (Dee et
al., 2011), a global atmospheric reanalysis produced by ECMWF, covering the years 1979 to
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present time. The horizontal resolution is about 80 km, forecast outputs are every 3 hours, and
analyses every 6 hours. To take advantage of recent satellite wind data, we restricted our
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selection from 2005 to 2015 and to the North East Atlantic only (30°W to 10°E and 30°N to
65°N, see geographical extension Figure 3). The 10 most energetic events were selected
taking into account two criteria: maximum 10m wind speed higher than 32 m s-1 and
minimum Mean Sea Level (MSL) pressure lower than 975 hPa (Table 1). Wind, MSL
pressure and significant wave height (Hs hereafter) come from ERA-Interim analyses,
whereas wind gust and precipitation come from ERA-Interim forecasts. The storm names
were taken from the Germany's National Meteorological Service (DWD) nomenclature. No
name is attributed when the storm is too far from Europe, and two names are mentioned when
a primary system is followed by a second one.
Among these 10 events, a particular case was selected. We chose the event with the strongest
winds, where satellite remote sensing data was available (e.g. AMSR2 radiometers data have
been available only since 2012). The storms Kaat and Lilli of 25 January 2014, classified 5 th,
were the best candidates. The next part presents an overview of these storms.
2.2. Synoptic situation
Synoptic charts from DWD show the evolution of the situation (Figure 1). From 23 to 26
January, Kaat crossed the North Atlantic, moving from the East coast of Canada to Iceland,
whereas Lilli was generated from a secondary cyclogenesis on 25 January. It started in the
middle of the North Atlantic and moved on a more southerly path towards Northern Europe,
and reached Scotland on the 26 January.
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2.3. Storm tracks
Hoskins and Hodges (2002) analysed the winter storm track organization and behaviour in the
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Northern hemisphere, from a climatological point of view. The storm tracks in the North
Atlantic lower troposphere were classified along two main common paths (cf. the black dotted
lines in Figure 2). The first path starts from the east coast of North America, then crosses the
North Atlantic, moving in a north-easterly direction, reaching Iceland and continuing along
the east coast of Greenland to finally dissipate near Svalbard. The second path is located
further south; it starts from the middle of the North Atlantic, and moves in a north-easterly
direction, towards the northern part of Europe ending up south of Finland.
Kaat and Lilli storm tracks (cf. the red/blue lines in Figure 2) were computed from the ERAInterim database, following the method elaborated by Hoskins and Hodges (2002). These
tracks follow the typical trajectories described above.
Kaat lasted 9 days from 19 to 27 January 2014, including 4 days over the Atlantic which is a
typical crossing time. The system appeared on 19 January in land in North Canada, and was
probably caused by mountainous cyclogenesis. It then moved south-easterly to reach the
Atlantic on 21 January 2014. Crossing the ocean along a north-easterly path, it passed Iceland
on the 25, and finally dissipated along the Greenland coast on the 27 January.
Lilli followed on Kaat, as a secondary system generated on 25 January, in the middle of the
North Atlantic. This system moved in a north-easterly direction, reaching an area to the North
of Ireland on the 26 January. Then Lilli changed direction, moving south-easterly, and
reaching Ireland on the 28 and finally dissipating over Great Britain on the 29 January.
According to ERA-Interim, this secondary system was more intense than Kaat, with
maximum winds speeds reaching 34.1 m s-1, instead of 27.7 m s-1.
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3.

Model and observations

In the following paragraphs, we describe the coupled wave-atmosphere model and the
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observations used in this study.
3.1. Coupled wave-atmosphere model
3.1.1.

Configuration description

We used the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) CY41R1 cycle (ECMWF, 2015a), with a
TL1279 Gaussian grid corresponding to a spatial resolution around 16 km, and 137 vertical
levels. The IFS includes the spectral wave model ECWAM (ECMWF WAve Model, ECMWF,
2015b), which has been coupled within IFS since 1998. To explicitly take into account the
wave impact on the atmosphere boundary layer, the Charnock parameter, which defines the
roughness length z0wave (see Eq. (5) and (6)) is exchanged each time step from ECWAM to
IFS, whereas IFS produces neutral wind speeds at 10m height that are used to force the wave
model. The ECWAM uses a coarser horizontal resolution than IFS at around 28 km, with 36
directions and 36 frequencies logarithmically spaced, with starting frequency 0.035 Hz and an
increment of 1.1.
Hourly output fields include the Charnock parameter, drag coefficient, wind stress, wind
speed, and are extracted on a 0.125° resolution grid over the North East Atlantic. Five days
were simulated from 23 January 0000 UTC to 28 January 0000 UTC. In order to keep a
similar representation of the atmosphere throughout the whole simulation period, the
simulation was restarted from the operational analysis each day at midnight. The simulations
presented here do not assimilate data (forecast mode experiment). Initial conditions come
from the ECMWF operational analysis, obtained with data assimilation.
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The strong correlation between our 24 hour simulations and the corresponding operational
analyses for wind (coefficient r of 0.94) and the 500 hPa geopotential (coefficient r of 0.99)
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show that the storm is well simulated by the model. To prevent a possible influence of the
analysis on the adjustment period over the first few hours of every 24-h simulation, only the
time range between 3 and 26 hours after each run start was kept for this study.
3.1.2.

Wind stress representation

The wind stress τ is proportional to the square of the friction velocity u* in the surface layer,

which corresponds to the average of the wind fluctuations:
2

τ =  ρair u' w' = ρair u* ,

(1)

where ρair is the air density, u', w' are the horizontal and vertical wind turbulent fluctuations.
Turbulent stress - and wind friction velocity - can be considered as independent of height in
the surface boundary layer. Because the space and time resolution of the atmospheric models
do not allow an explicit representation of the turbulent fluctuations, the turbulent fluxes,
including the wind stress, are represented by bulk formulas. These formulas assume that the
stress and the wind are aligned and relate the stress and the mean wind speed at a given
height, generally 10m above sea surface, through a drag coefficient Cd:
τ = ρ air C d U 102 ,

(2)

where Cd and U10 are the drag coefficient and the wind speed at 10 m above the surface,
respectively. In neutral conditions, the drag coefficient can be expressed as:
Cd =

[

κ2
2
10
,
log( )
z0

]

(3)

where z0 is the roughness length, and κ is the von Kármán's constant (0.4). Eq. (2) and (3) link
the roughness length to the wind stress and to the wind profile. At very light winds, the
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roughness z0visc is known to depend on the viscous properties of the flow, whereas at stronger
winds, the roughness z0wave is associated to an overall form drag of the wave field. A common
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parameterization of the roughness z0wave was given by Charnock (1955), and depends on the
surface waves through the friction velocity u*. This leads to total roughness:
z 0 = z 0visc + z 0 wave =

u2
0.11υ
+α * ,
u*
g

(4)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity, g is the mean gravitational acceleration and α is known as
the Charnock’s parameter. α can be constant or related explicitly to the wave parameters, in
particular the wave age, using different parameterizations (e.g Oost et al., 2002; Drennan et
al., 2003).
Janssen (1991) parameterized the quasi-linear wave growth effect as a modification of the
wind profile giving way to an effective larger roughness length z 0wave, expressed as a function

of the wave-induced stress τw,
z0wave =

z1

√

1−

τ w ,.
τ

(5)

The reference roughness length z1 is:
z1=α1

u* ²
,
g

(6)

with α1=0.006. This value of α1 has been fixed, so that for old sea, the associated roughness
z0wave (Eq. (5)) corresponds to the standard value of Charnock parameter 0.0185 (Wu, 1982).
The wave-induced stress τw is the momentum flux transferred from the atmosphere to the
waves. It can be related to the wind-wave growth parameter β and the directional wave
spectrum E(f,):
∞

2π

0

0

⃗τ w =g ∫ ⃗k ∫ β ( f,θ ) E ( f,θ ) / ( 2 πf ) dfdθ
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(7)

where k is the wavenumber, θ the direction and f the relative wave frequency (Janssen, 2004).
The wave-growth parameter is expressed as

β=(βm /κ2 )μ ln 4 (μ), μ⩽1 , where κ is the von
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Kármán's constant, βm a constant (1.2), and μ the dimensionless critical height (ECMWF,
2015b).
The stress τw, and thus the roughness z0wave, is highly sensitive to the high frequency content of

the wave spectrum, which is in itself highly sensitive to the choice of wave generation and
dissipation parameterizations (e.g. Rascle and Ardhuin 2013). In ECWAM, the wave spectrum
E(f,) high-frequency tail is diagnostically forced to E(f,)(ft/f)5 for f>ft with ft=2.5fwindsea and

fwindsea the mean frequency of the modelled wind sea (part of the full spectrum corresponding to
the wind sea only, and defined where the input source term Sin is positive).
3.2. Wind measurements
In this part, we describe the wind observations used to assess the simulated wind speed in our
case study.
3.2.1.

General description

We took advantage of winds both from in situ measurements - buoys and platforms - and
remote sensing measurements - scatterometers (ASCAT), passive microwave radiometers
(AMSR2, SMOS), passive polarimetric radiometers (WindSat) and altimeters (JASON-2).
Some of these data are assimilated in ECMWF operational system, but not assimilated in our
simulations. In spite of this, they influence results because initial conditions are taken from
operational analyses. The main characteristics of satellite data used in this study are presented
in Table 2.
In-situ wind measurements are the most direct measurements of wind speed and are available
at high temporal resolution, but restricted to few locations. They represent a smaller surface
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(defined as a footprint) compared to the model grid cell. The buoy footprint is difficult to
evaluate, but it can probably represent around one kilometre, depending on the wind speed
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and on the stratification, whereas the platform footprint is usually larger, depending on the
height of the measurement.
Conversely, remote sensing provides wind speeds over a large swath but at sparse temporal
resolution, with larger footprints (10 to 30 km) than in situ. In recent years, the capability of
ocean remote sensing data to characterize high wind speeds, with higher resolution (typically
10 km in the recent period), has rapidly improved (Chapron et al., 2010; Quilfen et al., 2007;

Reul et al., 2017). Their accuracy is theoretically homogeneous and of about 2 m s-1, but Chou
et al. (2013) reported that ASCAT strong winds (higher than 18 m s-1) were negative biased
about 7 m s-1 versus observations. Remote sensing measurements are always indirect and rely
on the characteristics of the sea surface: amplitude of short gravity waves, radiometric
signature of foam and increased ocean surface with waves to name a few. Geophysical Model
Functions (GMFs) are used to transform the measured parameters (radar cross-section and
brightness temperature) into wind speeds. They are empirical relationships, generally globally
adjusted to in-situ data sets, other satellites products, or atmospheric numerical models
outputs. As a result, different training datasets can produce different GMFs. Especially high
wind speed regime estimates can then vary between different processing algorithms that start
from the same raw satellite data.
All the wind observations used in this study are corrected to correspond to a height of 10 m
above the sea surface. Data from satellites are generally conventionally referred to as neutral
winds, whereas data from models and in situ are non neutral. In this study atmosphere
stability effects are not taken into account, as they are considered to be second order for
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strong wind situations. Wind speeds on 26 January 2014 obtained from the different satellites
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and in situ datasets are listed below and presented Figure 3, a to f.
3.2.2.

ASCAT scatterometer

The Advanced SCATterometer (ASCAT) is a real aperture radar, to enable the estimation of
wind speed and direction from backscatter coefficients. It is carried onboard the
Meteorological Operational (Metop) polar satellites, launched by the European Space Agency
(ESA) and operated by EUMETSAT (EUropean organisation for the exploitation of
METeorological SATellites). Metop-A was launched in 2006, Metop-B in 2012.
ASCAT wind products used in this study are provided by KNMI (Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute) and RSS (Remote Sensing Systems). The ASCAT-KNMI is a Level
2 swath product, with a 12.5-km spatial resolution, using Metop-A and Metop-B data. The
ASCAT-RSS version 2.1 is a gridded product, with 0.25° spatial resolution, based on Metop-A
data only. For these two data sets, rain contaminated data are discarded depending on the rain
flags.
The comparisons between winds from ASCAT-KNMI and ASCAT-RSS on 26 January 2014
for Metop-A (Figure 3 a-b) show that RSS high winds are stronger than KNMI, clearly related
to different retrieval algorithms. The GMF used by RSS is calibrated on SFMR winds
(Stepped-Frequency Microwave Radiometer onboard aircrafts), whereas KNMI GMF is
calibrated on buoys and ECMWF winds (Verspeek et al., 2012).
Scatterometers have a decreased sensitivity at high winds, leading to difficulties in calibrating
the GMF at strong winds and to a possible underestimation of high winds (Quilfen et al.,
1999; Bentamy et al., 2008; Sapp et al., 2016).
To note, KNMI ASCAT winds and ECMWF operational winds are not independent: ASCAT
wind retrievals rely on ECMWF winds through their “ocean calibration process” (Verspeek et
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al., 2012) and ASCAT winds are assimilated in ECMWF operational analysis (De Chiara et
al., 2016). For the assimilation operations, ECMWF recomputes ASCAT winds from the
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backscatter coefficients, using a procedure very similar to KNMI. The wind speeds obtained
are then systematically corrected to avoid a global bias between ASCAT and the model, prior
to data assimilation.
3.2.3.

AMSR2 radiometer

The Advanced Microwave Sounding Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) is a passive microwave
radiometer, enabling estimation of wind speeds from brightness temperature of the oceans. It
is operated onboard the GCOM-W1 satellite since 2012.
AMSR2 winds are provided by SOLab (Satellite Oceanography Laboratory, Russian State
Hydrometeorological University). The wind product used in this study is Level 2, ungridded,
with a spatial resolution of 10 km. Low microwave frequency winds were preferred, as high
microwave frequency AMSR2 algorithm can significantly underestimate high winds and is
more likely contaminated by atmospheric liquid water content. Comparisons (Zabolotskikh et
al., 2014) show that the AMSR2 wind products obtained using the low-frequency based
algorithm exhibit very strong correlation with platform winds for high wind speeds. The data
we used were filtered for outliers and interpolated on a regular grid of 0.1°x0.1 ° (Figure 3c).
Areas without data near the center of the storm are due to rain masking. These areas are
reduced to a minimum thanks to efficient processing of rain effects on brightness temperature
measurements (Zabolotskikh et al., 2013, 2014).
AMSR2 winds are not assimilated in ECMWF numerical weather prediction system.
However, the radiances are directly assimilated (Kazumori et al., 2015).
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3.2.4.

WindSat radiometer

WindSat is a multi-frequency polarimetric microwave radiometer (Gaiser et al., 2004). It
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provides estimates of the ocean surface wind vector from brightness temperatures. It has
operated since 2003 onboard the Coriolis satellite.
WindSat data are processed and distributed by RSS. Data are inter-calibrated with the other
microwave radiometers. As for AMSR2, low microwave frequency 10-m winds were
preferred to high-frequency winds. Even if their effective resolution is lower (25 x 38 km
instead of 16 x 27 km), they are less affected by the atmosphere and rain (Meissner and
Wentz, 2009). The data set consists of a daily product v7.0.1. on a 0.25° grid (Figure 3d).
WindSat data are not assimilated in ECMWF numerical weather prediction system; these data
and simulated winds are thus totally independent from each other.
3.2.5.

SMOS radiometer

MIRAS (Microwave Imaging Radiometer by Aperture Synthesis) is a L-band radiometer,
whose primary goal was to estimate soil moisture and ocean surface salinity, in the framework
of ESA’s Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission. However, in addition, the observed
sensitivity of the excess emissivity at L-band can been interpreted in terms of high wind speed
(Reul et al., 2012; Reul et al., 2016). This instrument is only marginally affected by rain and

clouds, and can provide complementary information about storm structures and intensity.
SMOS wind data are produced and archived at CERSAT (Ifremer). The Level 2 (gridded) 15
km wind data product was used here. SMOS winds are not assimilated in ECMWF numerical
weather prediction system.
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3.2.6.

JASON-2 altimeter

The Jason-2 altimeter operates at two frequencies (13.6 GHz in the Ku band, 5.3 GHz in the C
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band) to determine ionospheric electron content, which affects the radar signal path delay.
This dual-frequency capability can be used to mitigate contamination of the normalized radar
cross section measurements, NRCS, by rain (Quilfen et al., 2006). The NRCS data from the

Geophysical Data Records (GDR) are processed at the Aviso center in Toulouse under the
responsibility of the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA). The NRCS measurements do not show systematic
saturation at high wind speed up and above hurricane force (Quilfen et al., 2006; Hanafin et
al., 2012). This sensitivity enables derivation of altimeter high wind speed estimates (Figure
3e) using a GMF tailored with radiometer measurements (Quilfen et al., 2011). JASON-2
winds are not assimilated in ECMWF numerical weather prediction system.
3.2.7.

Buoys

Buoy networks (Figure 3a) are mainly deployed by meteorological offices. In the North East
Atlantic, data providers are the UK Met Office, Irish Marine Institute, Meteo-France, and
Puertos del Estado. Buoy data come from the Wave Forecast Verification Project managed by
ECMWF for JCOMM (the Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and Marine
Meteorology). A brief quality control was carried out on wind observations, based on a visual
check. We kept all the buoys, and we adjusted the wind data from measurement height
(usually from 2 to 4 m) to 10 m, based on a logarithmic law. A total of 20 buoys is available.
Buoy wind measurements are likely affected by sea state and buoy motion, and so could
potentially underestimate high wind speeds (Zeng and Brown, 1998; Zabolotskikh et al.,
2014). The wind speed could further be reduced because of sheltering effects by waves (Skey
et al., 1995).
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

Buoy winds are assimilated in ECMWF forecasting system.
3.2.8.

Platforms
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Platforms are all located in the North Sea (Figure 3a), and are deployed mainly by oil and gas
private companies. Data come from the GTS (Global Telecommunication System) and
Norwegian Meteorological Institute. Data were selected using the same method as buoys. The
brief quality control leaded to the invalidation of 7 platforms among 67. Platforms wind data
are generally reduced to 10 m, with methods depending on data providers and about which
precise information is difficult to obtain. For Met Norway, wind speed U at height z, is
reduced to 10 m using a wind power law expressed as:
U 10 =U

( )
10
z

0. 13

, (8)

This formulation, with the exponent empirically determined, is often used when no
information about stability or surface roughness is available (Furevik et al., 2012).
Multiple wind speed data coming from platforms located in the same grid cell of the IFS
model were averaged to obtain one value per model grid cell, to enable a more coherent
comparison. Finally, 59 averaged stations were available.
Wind sensors on platforms are usually located higher than on buoys (e.g. more than 100 m for
some platforms in North Sea). While Zabolotskikh et al. (2014) consider that platform
measurements are more accurate than buoy measurements for high winds, transforming wind
measurements at more than 100 m to 10-m wind speed using empirical formulas like Eq. (8)
is an additional source of uncertainty.
GTS platforms winds are presented to ECMWF data assimilation system.
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4.

Comparison between simulated winds and observations

In this part, we assess the wind speeds obtained in the Kaat-Lilli simulation using the default
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ECMWF parameterization by comparing them with observations. Collocations were made
with all available observations as described in section 3 during the five days of simulation (23
to 27 January 2014) on the North East Atlantic (30°W 10°E 30°N 65°N, see geographical
extension Figure 3). For in-situ observations (buoys and platforms), temporal resolution is the
same as the model (1 hour) and all the data are used for comparison. For remote sensing, data
are considered collocated and used for the comparison if the time difference between model
and observations is less than 15 minutes. The model, whose default resolution is 16 km, was
extracted on a 0.125° grid, so the maximum distance between observations and model
(depending on the grid resolution of the observations, see Table 2) is around 6 km. The

number of correlated points between simulated and observed winds depends on each
instrument: it ranges from 2,389 points for buoys up to 367,032 for ASCAT-KNMI (Table 2).
The correlation coefficients (r), for the wind speed range 0-40 m s-1, range from 0.95 for
ASCAT-KNMI to 0.79 for SMOS (Table 3). This lower value for SMOS is due to a noisier
signal (Figure 4e). At high wind speeds, simulated winds are consistent throughout the whole

range with ASCAT-KNMI winds (Figure 4a) and buoy winds (Figure 4g). In contrast,

simulated winds show a negative bias with respect to all other data (Figure 4b,c,d,e,f,h).
ASCAT-RSS and WindSat correlations are similar, because they were processed by the same
data provider (RSS), using WindSat products as a reference for calibrating ASCAT winds.
Note that strong winds from platforms are higher than ECMWF ones, which is not the case
for buoy winds. To analyse in greater depth the differences between datasets, we computed
biases between ECMWF simulations and observations.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.

4.1. Biases
Wind biases were computed between ECMWF simulations and observations (Figure 5). We
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averaged differences between model and observations along the x-axis as well as along the yaxis, every bin of 1 m s-1. Note that the curves end at different wind speeds depending on
observations. This is partly due to different spatial coverage according to the instruments used
(e. g. a buoy or a satellite do not see the same event spatially) and to biases between datasets
(e.g. ASCAT-RSS strong winds are higher than KNMI ones, then RSS curve ends after KNMI
one). Error bars are not displayed in the figure in order to improve readability, but standard
deviations and root mean square errors are given in Appendix B. For very high winds (> 30 m

s-1), biases are statistically less relevant, as they are computed with only a few points.
Moreover, for this range of wind speed, uncertainties of observations increase dramatically, as
there is a lack of high quality measurements. For these reasons, values for this wind speed
range are only plotted as points on figures of biases (Figures 5, 6 and 11).
The first result is that for moderate winds (5-20 m s-1), the biases are slight (± 1 to 2 m s-1) for
all observations. This shows that the model agree well with all observations.
The second result is that for winds stronger than 20 m s-1, biases are generally negative or

close to zero, showing that simulated winds are generally lower than observations.
Observations can be divided into two groups: one with small biases, the other one with large.
The first group with small biases is composed of ASCAT-KNMI and buoys. The bias between
model and buoys is close to zero. This result is not surprising, as buoys are used as one of the
reference data used to calibrate the ECMWF model. The bias between ECMWF and ASCATKNMI is also close to zero up to 25 m s-1. It then slowly increases with wind speed to reach
about -2 m s-1 at 30 m s-1. Note that the last binned value with a positive bias must be carefully
interpreted, because it represents only a few points with large standard deviations (Figure B1).
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This slight negative bias with ASCAT-KNMI is not at all surprising as ASCAT-KNMI
retrievals strongly rely on ECMWF winds for calibration (Verspeek et al., 2012) (see 3.2.2).
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Moreover, buoys are used to calibrate empirical scatterometer GMFs (Zeng and Brown, 1998)
at KNMI. In conclusion for the first group, ECMWF, ASCAT-KNMI and buoy winds all
agree well, as indeed, each of the three data source are mutually inter-dependent.
The second group with stronger biases is composed of all the other satellite or in-situ wind
products considered in this study (scatterometer from RSS, radiometers, altimeter and
platforms). ECMWF high winds are systematically lower than these observations with a
significant bias increasing with wind speed. Bias is of about - 4 m s-1 at 25 m s-1, and reaches
-7 m s-1 at 30 m s-1. AMSR2, WindSat and SMOS products are all consistent, because of
shared sensitivities of the foam-induced brightness temperature to wind speed for these
passive microwave wind sensors, but also of dedicated efforts to calibrate and align high wind
speeds. Note that AMSR2 and WindSat are also consistent due to the combination of (1)
similar retrieval algorithms between AMSR2 and SFMR (2) SFMR data being used as a
reference for WindSat GMFs calibration. Strong correlations between platforms and AMSR2
have already been reported (Zabolotskikh et al., 2014). While there is still no full consensus
on calibration between data providers, the overall agreement between these remote sensing
data sets is encouraging.
4.2. Discussion

The estimates of correlations and biases between ECMWF simulations and observations show
that there are systematic biases between ECMWF and most datasets derived from
observations at high wind speeds. Moreover, biases exist between various datasets.
These results suggest a possible underestimation of ASCAT-KNMI high winds, as already
mentioned in previous studies (Chou et al., 2013). It can be associated with a decrease of
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sensitivity of scatterometry instruments at high winds, which make calibration more
complicated in this wind range, whereas radiometers show a better sensitivity and no
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saturation issues at high wind speeds (Quilfen et al., 2007; Reul et al., 2017). ASCAT-RSS
high winds are estimated using a different GMF, and are stronger than KNMI ones because
wind products are tailored to the radiometer winds. Apparently, this method mitigates the
reduced sensitivity of scatterometer measurements.
There is also a significant bias between buoys and platforms at high wind speeds. Buoy winds
are lower than platform winds, by about 3 m s-1 at 25 m s-1. Earlier works mentioned that
buoys could underestimate high wind speeds (Zeng and Brown, 1998), because of sea state,
buoy motion and sheltering effects. All these differences raise questions on the relevancy of
measuring wind at such heights and on the methods used to reduce values to 10 m. Buoys
used in this study measure at 2 to 4 m in height, in a reference frame moving with waves,
whereas the height of the sensors on platforms is typically 60 to 150 m. We made similar
comparisons between ECMWF simulated winds and platform winds at the height of the
sensor (not shown), leading to similar biases showing an underestimation comparable to 10 m
winds. Further work is needed to analyse if wind on platforms is representative of wind
around the platform, and if structure effects could generate differences.
In conclusion for strong winds, we found biases between the two groups of data: on one hand
ECMWF, buoys and ASCAT-KNMI winds match well, and on the other hand, platforms and
other satellite winds also match well but are higher, with biases reaching -7 m s-1 at 30 m s-1.

Defining the reference for observed winds between these two groups is certainly not evident.
There are many assumptions and approximations in models, experiments and data processing.
Note that in the first group, the common link is buoys, and is used as a reference for ECMWF
model validation and ASCAT-KNMI calibration. Several studies mentioned a possible
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underestimation of buoy winds (Zeng and Brown, 1998). This could cause the first group of
data to be biased low.
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4.3. Application to other storms
In order to have more robust statistics, we applied this method to three other storms. We
selected them among the ten more energetic events over period 2005-2015 in the North East
Atlantic (Table 1). We chose the events with the strongest winds, where remote sensing data
was available. The storms Alexandra, Ulrich and Uwe were the best candidates. Simulations
were conducted during 5 days, and wind biases were computed between model and buoys,
platforms, ASCAT-KNMI, WindSat and SMOS data. The method was exactly as described
previously, except that we use L3 instead of L2 products for ASCAT-KNMI winds. Results on
Figure 6 are comparable to the ones obtained for Kaat and Lilli storms, showing the same

order of magnitude for the underestimation of high winds. We find the same bias between
buoys and platforms, except for Erich storm where buoy and platform winds are coherent.
5.

Sensitivity to wind stress parameterization

In this part, we examine five alternative wind stress parameterizations (Table 4), including a
newly developed one. The objective is to evaluate how high winds could deviate from those
derived from ECMWF default parameterization.
5.1. Alternative wind stress parameterizations
In the coupled wave-atmosphere model, the effects of waves on the stress is represented by a
modification of the Charnock parameter α. The operational ECMWF parameterization is used
as a reference ([1] in Table 4).
The second parameterization ([2]) uses an adjustment to the Janssen parameterization
described as “ST4-TEST471” in WW3DG (2016) and also implemented in ECWAM. It uses
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Eq. (7), as in default ECMWF, but with  given by Ardhuin et al. (2010) and E(f,θ)
influenced by a different dissipation term. The main difference consists in the
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parameterization for the dissipation of waves, based on swell dissipation measurements
(Ardhuin et al., 2009) and the saturation-based dissipation of Phillips (1985), that gives
excellent results in terms of wave heights and spectral parameters, including a spectral tail
that is significantly different from the one produced by the Janssen (1994) parameterizations.
Parameterizations in Ardhuin et al. (2010) had spurious jumps in the swell dissipation rate
that was corrected in Rascle and Ardhuin (2013), but show very little variability of Cd as a
function of wave age (Rascle and Ardhuin, 2013). This reduced variability of Cd comes from a
sheltering coefficient su, set to 1 in Ardhuin et al. (2010), that reduces the wave growth at high

frequency. It was introduced to balance the dissipation rate. Using su =0.3 restores some of the
Cd variability. This setting is described as “TEST471” (WW3DG, 2016). The parameters
tested in ECWAM are similar with α1=0.006 instead of 0.0095 and su =0.4 instead of 0.3.
Note also that WAVEWATCH III TEST471 imposes a high frequency tail as discussed in
section 3.1.
The third parameterization ([3]) uses a Charnock parameter defined from the wave-age.
Several studies based on observations of sea state and wind stress, devised to demonstrate a
possible sea-state influence on the wind stress, suggested than the Charnock parameter may
indeed be expressed as a function of the wave age (Donelan 1982; Komen et al., 1998; Oost

et al., 2002; Drennan et al., 2003). Considerations based on dimensional analysis led these
authors to propose expressions of the form α=aξb, where a and b are determined from in situ
measurements and ξ is the wave age, ξ=Cp/u* where Cp is the phase velocity at the peak of the
wave spectrum. The parameterization by Oost et al. (2002) used in this study, is based on data
from a research platform in the North Sea, with wind speed ranging from 6 to 18 m s-1,
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α = 50ξ  2.5 .

(9)

Drennan et al. (2003) suggested another expression, based on data from field campaigns in
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the Mediterranean Sea, with winds also lower than 20 m s-1,
α = 1.7ξ  1.7 .

(10)

The differences between these two references underline the possible influence of the dataset
in each parameterization. Moreover, there are still discussions – and no consensus – on these
results, as the strong correlations obtained in the observations could be mainly due to selfcorrelation, u* being part of the two parameters α and ξ (Andreas, 2009).
The fourth parameterization ([4]) is our empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization. It
keeps the Janssen (1991) parameterization in the wave model, but modifies the value of α
passed to the atmospheric model. This modification keeps the wave-induced variability but
reduces the values of α at high wind speeds to obtain values of the drag coefficient closer to
those obtained in situ (Powell et al., 2003; Black et al., 2007; Holthuijsen et al., 2012; Edson

et al., 2013). These studies give drag coefficients that potentially saturate for winds above 30
m s-1. This is still a matter of debate, due to uncertainties in wind and stress measurement at
very high winds. We adjusted our parameterization to obtain a maximum Cd of 2.5 10-3 for
wind speed around 30 m s-1 (Figure 7), and to keep a lower variability with the sea state. We
thus relaxed the Charnock coefficient obtained from default ECMWF towards lower values.
This adjusted Charnock is only used for the atmospheric model roughness, but the wave
model integration is unchanged. For this, we first tabulated the mean Charnock (α , see
Appendix A) given by default ECMWF every 1 m s-1 bin, from the full year 2014 of global
IFS simulations. Below 15 m s-1 we use:
α i = α ib + β(α i  α ib )
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(11)

in which we keep the mean Charnock αib, but we reduce the variability through the β
coefficient, ranging from 0 (no variability) to 1 (keeping all variability). Above 15m s-1, we
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use:
αi = α 0 + β(αi  α ib )

(12)

in which the mean Charnock reduced to the constant α0. We further adjusted parameters to
have drag values more consistent with in-situ measurements (Figure 7), leading to a threshold
of 15 m s-1, α0=0.02 and β=0.5. These parameters could be optimized in future studies.
With this parameterization [4], the Charnock variability decreases by a factor two, and the
average values of Charnock parameter are lowered for winds greater than 15 m s-1 (Figure 8ab). This leads to maximum Charnock values of about 0.06 instead of 0.12, and an average
value of about 0.02 instead of 0.04 at 25 m s-1. As a consequence, this parameterization
reduces the drag coefficient, the average value decreasing from 0.003 to 0.0025 at 30 m s-1

(Figure 8c-d). For low wind speeds, high drag values correspond to the viscous laminar flow
(Eq. (4)). In comparison with high winds observations, the parameterization [4] gives lower
drag values than default ECMWF.
Finally, the fifth parameterization ([5]) is without wave feedback, using a constant Charnock
parameter of 0.018 in IFS.
We simulated Kaat and Lilli storms from 23 to 27 February 2014, with the five
parameterizations described above. The resulting Charnock parameters and drag coefficients
were extracted on a 0.125° grid over the North East Atlantic (Figure 9). The parameterization
[3] gives the strongest values of Charnock, leading to high values of drag, above 0.003 for
wind speeds above 25 m s-1. These drag values are unrealistic compared with observations
(Figure 7). The wave-age-dependent parameterization [3] is based on an experiment with
winds ranging from 6 to 18 m s-1: when extrapolating this relation to higher winds,
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unrealistically high drag coefficients are produced. The WW3 physics parameterization [2] is
close to the default ECMWF parameterization, but with less variability of Cd as a function of
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wave age. This could be adjusted with fine tuning parameters, particularly by decreasing the
sheltering coefficient. The empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization [4] helps reducing
the Charnock parameter and drag coefficient compared with ECMWF parameterization,
leading to the lowest drag values, even lower than the constant Charnock parameter: Cd
reaches 0.002 at 36 m s-1, instead of 0.0027 for a constant Charnock.
5.2. Results
Considering alternative parameterizations, we expect to have stronger winds, compared to
those obtained with the default ECMWF parameterization. Simulations were carried out from
23 to 27 January 2014. ECWAM computes (i) wave-induced stress following Eq. (7), (ii) total
stress from tabulated solution of (1), (2) and (5) depending on 10-m wind speed (coming from
the atmospheric model) and wave-induced stress, (iii) roughness length following Eq. (5) and
(6), (iv) and finally the Charnock parameter following the second part of Eq. (4) which passes
into the atmosphere. Then, IFS computes (i) u * and z0 following Eq. (4), (ii) the drag
following Eq. (3), (iii) and then U10 following Eq. (2), which is sent on to ECWAM.
For mid-latitude storms such as Kaat and Lilli, a larger Charnock parameter generally leads to
a larger roughness length (not shown), a higher drag coefficient, higher wind stress, and lower
wind speed (Figure 10). Conversely, a lower Charnock parameter leads to higher wind speed

and lower central surface pressure in the storm. The wave-age dependency of the Charnock
parameter is based on the fact that young – compared to old - waves are steeper and lead to a
higher roughness length (expressed as Eq. (5) in Janssen et al., 1991). However, the
roughness length is still physically difficult to interpret. It is not a direct measurable parameter
over the ocean, but generally deduced from other measurements (for example wind
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measurements at different heights, and application of logarithmic formula to infer the
roughness length). When roughness increases, friction also increases and slows the wind
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down. As the wind decreases, the feedback effect results in a smoother sea state, possibly
leading in turn to a reduced friction velocity and consequently to increased wind speed.
The use of the WW3-physics-based parameterization [2] instead of the ECMWF default
parameterization [1] (Figure 10b) leads to slightly lower Charnock values, and consequently
marginally higher wind speeds. The wave age dependent parameterization [3] (Figure 10c)
gives higher Charnock values and lower winds. This is due to unrealistic extrapolation to high
winds of a relation based on winds ranging from 6 to 18 m s-1 (Oost et al., 2002). Finally, an
empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization [4] (Figure 10d) leads to lower Charnock

parameters and stronger high winds than with ECMWF parameterization. Winds become
close to but lower than constant Charnock parameterization (Figure 10e). For winds above 30
m s-1, the parameterization [4] gives higher winds than with the constant Charnock
parameterization [5], as the adjusted Charnock parameter is lower than 0.018 (Figure 9a).
To estimate the impact of the new wind stress parameterization [4], we computed biases
between winds from the model and the observations for the default ECMWF and the
empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterizations. The new parameterization efficiently
reduces the bias by about 2 m s-1 at 30 m s-1 for ASCAT-KNMI, ASCAT-RSS, AMSR2 and

WindSat (Figure 11a-b-c-d-f). This demonstrates that adjusting the parameterization is one
way of obtaining winds closer to satellite estimates, in particular radiometer estimates.
The bias (Figure 11e) between the wind speeds obtained with the default ECMWF and buoy
observations is close to zero, and the new parameterization leads to a positive bias, i.e.
simulated winds higher than buoy winds.
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Although this new parameterization certainly improves high winds, there is still a negative
bias with the majority of observations. The effective ECWMF model resolution (about 6 to 8
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times the 16-km spatial resolution for the TL1279 Gaussian grid) might be too coarse to
represent accurately high winds as in the case of satellite products, which have a resolution of
0.125°. Moreover, initial conditions come from the ECMWF operational analysis, and the
data assimilation process used in the operational system may prevent high winds from ASCAT
from being integrated adequately: (1) ASCAT data are systematically corrected from a
possible bias with the model, (2) some strong ASCAT winds can be rejected prior to
assimilation, partially because of the thinning applied (only one observation out of four is
assimilated) and quality control (De Chiara et al., 2016); an alternative method to the current
quality control is under testing at ECMWF. On the top of that (see the discussion section 4.3)
observations can also be biased at high wind speed.
6.

Conclusions

We started this work because different atmospheric models had different biases on the wind
speed in storm conditions, possibly due to different surface drag parameterizations. The
objectives were (1) to evaluate ECMWF strong winds against observations, (2) to test how an
alternative wind stress parameterization could lead to a more accurate model. During Kaat
and Lilli storms (23 to 27 January 2014), we compared simulated winds from ECMWF
coupled wave-atmosphere model with in-situ and satellite observations available in the North
Atlantic. We then developed an empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization, to obtain
winds closer to observations.
The first result is that moderate simulated winds (5-20 m s-1) agree well with both in situ and
satellite observations, whereas strong winds (above 20 m s-1) are generally underestimated
compared with observations; the negative bias can reach -7 m s-1 at 30 m s-1.
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The second result is that biases exist between observations. We identified two groups of data.
The first one, composed of buoys and ASCAT-KNMI, gives lower strong winds than the
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second one, which is composed of platforms and other remote sensing data used in this study
(AMSR2, ASCAT-RSS, WindSat, SMOS and JASON-2). It is difficult to conclude which
dataset should be used as a reference, but buoys and ASCAT-KNMI winds are likely to be
underestimated.
Lastly, the third result is that a newly empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization would
lead to higher winds than the default ECMWF ones. Yet, common wave-age dependent
parameterization gives larger drag coefficients than measurements - and lower winds - and is
not appropriate for coupling.
This study was then reproduced for three other storms in the North East Atlantic: Alexandra
(8 December 2014), Erich (10 March 2015) and Uwe (7 December 2015); results are similar
and confirm these conclusions. Moreover, NASA/SMAP data were also exploited for Uwe,
showing similar biases with the model consistent with WindSat and SMOS (Meissner et al.,
2017).
While this sensitivity study shows the impact of drag parameterizations on winds, a next step
is needed to study how the atmosphere evolves and adjusts, particularly the 500 hPa
geopotential. Similar work should be further undertaken to study the impact of the drag on the
ocean circulation.
The significant bias between buoy and platform strong winds suggests that in situ
measurements should be handled with particular care. Despite investigation, it is finally not
clear what the “surface wind reference” should be, and where the “truth” lies. More dedicated
investigations are necessary to document the respective quality of in-situ wind measurements
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for high winds better. More datasets representing extreme conditions are needed, in order to
validate models and to calibrate remote sensing instruments.
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Indeed, the role of the wind datasets in building the GMFs is essential and different datasets
lead to different GMFs. As a consequence, ASCAT-KNMI strong winds show a systematic
negative bias with respect to ASCAT-RSS ones.
Not surprisingly, the sensitivity of the atmosphere to drag parameterizations shows that
stronger winds can be obtained. Our limited simulations do not show a big impact on the
overall atmospheric circulation but more tests will have to be performed before our alternative
parameterization is considered for operational applications.
From a physical point of view, the drag is expected to combine various processes including air
flow separation over breaking waves (e.g. Reul et al., 1999; 2008, Kudryavtsev et al., 2014),
which is is not represented in the quasi-linear model of Fabrikant (1976) and Janssen (1986)
on which the ECMWF parameterization is based. Also, Janssen’s parameterization (Eq. (5))
produces a ratio τw/τ that is often very close to 1 for young seas and is very sensitive to the
high frequency spectrum tail, a part of the spectrum that is very crudely represented in wave
models today (Kudryavtsev et al., 2014, Peureux and Ardhuin, 2016).
Finally, high-quality strong winds from in-situ and remote sensing are essential, as these data
are assimilated in Numerical Weather Prediction models. In the near future, MetOp-Second
Generation (MetOp-SG) will be launched after 2020 and will include on board a C-band
scatterometer with co-polarization (VV, similar to ASCAT), but also cross-polarization (VH).
The addition of VH-polarization will significantly improve strong winds retrieval (e.g. Zhang
and Perrie 2012, Mouche et al., 2017).
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Appendix A: Mean Charnock for empirically-adjusted parameterization
The table A1 gives the values of the mean Charnock given by default ECMWF
parameterization. Values are computed every 1 m s-1 bin, from the full year 2014 of global IFS
simulations. These tables are used for emirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization.
Table A1

Appendix B: Standard deviations and root mean square errors between ECMWF
simulated winds and observations
The figures B1 and B2 show standard deviation and Root Mean Square (RMS) errors between
ECMWF model (CY41R1) and observations (buoys, platforms, and satellite data), computed
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from 23 to 27 January 2014 on the North East Atlantic. The last binned values have large
standard deviations because they represent only a few points.
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Figure B1
Figure B2
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Figure 1. DWD synoptic charts on 24 and 26 January 1200 UTC
Figure 2. Kaat and Lilli storm tracks on January 2014 (data every 6 hours). In black dotted
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line are shown the principal tracks from Hoskins and Hodges (2002)
Figure 3. Wind field on 26 January 2014 estimated from ASCAT-KNMI Metop-A (a),
ASCAT-RSS Metop-A (b), AMSR2 (c), WindSat (d) for descending passes, and for SMOS (e)
and JASON-2 (f). Platforms and buoys are plotted on (a).
Figure 4. Wind correlations from 23 to 27 of January 2014 between default ECMWF
parameterization (CY41R1) and ASCAT-KNMI (a), ASCAT-RSS (b), AMSR2 (c), WindSat
(d), SMOS (e), JASON-2 (f), buoys (g) and platforms (h)
Figure 5. Wind biases between ECMWF (CY41R1) model and observations (buoys,
platforms, and satellite data), computed from 23 to 27 January 2014 on the North East
Atlantic. Beyond 30 m.s-1, values are plotted as points, due to large uncertainties on
observations.
Figure 6. Wind biases between ECMWF (CY41R1) model and observations (buoys,
platforms, and satellite data), computed on the North East Atlantic for storms (a) Kaat/Lilli (b)
Alexandra (c) Erich (d) Uwe. Beyond 30 m.s-1, values are plotted as points, due to large
uncertainties on observations.
Figure 7. Comparison of drag coefficient for ECMWF (CY41R1) parameterization,
empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization and observations (Donelan et al., 2004, “R”
or “M” corresponds to different measurements techniques “Reynolds” or “Momentum
Budget”). Error bars correspond to one standard deviation.
Figure 8. Charnock parameter (a,b) and drag coefficient (c,d) during Kaat and Lilli storms
from 23 to 27 January 2014, with ECMWF (CY41R1) parameterization (left) and
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empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization (right). Error bars correspond to one
standard deviation.
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Figure 9. Charnock parameter (a) and drag coefficient (b) during Kaat and Lilli storms (from
23 to 27 January 2014), for the five tested parameterizations. Error bars correspond to one
standard deviation.
Figure 10. Impact of different parameterizations on Charnock, drag coefficient, wind stress
and wind on 26 January 2014 at 1200 UTC
Figure 11. 10-m wind speed biases, on the period 23 to 27 of January 2014 on the North East
Atlantic, between (a) ASCAT-KNMI, (b) ASCAT-RSS, (c)AMSR2, (d) WindSat, (e) buoys,
(f) platforms and model for the default ECMWF CY41R1 (blue) and empirically-adjusted
(red) parameterizations.

Beyond 30 m.s -1, values are plotted as points, due to large

uncertainties on observations.
Figure B1. Standard deviation between ECMWF model (CY41R1) and observations (buoys,
platforms, and satellite data), computed from 23 to 27 January 2014 on the North East
Atlantic
Figure B2. Root Mean Square (RMS) errors between ECMWF model (CY41R1) and
observations (buoys, platforms, and satellite data), computed from 23 to 27 January 2014 on
the North East Atlantic
Table 1. Maximum of wind, wind gust, minimum of Mean Sea Level (MSL) pressure,
maximum significant wave height (Hs), and precipitation over 24 hours for the 10 more
energetic events, based on ERA-Interim analysis over period 2005-2015 over the North East
Atlantic.
Table 2. Main characteristics of satellite wind products on 26 January 2014 over the North
East Atlantic, and number of points for collocation.
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Table 3. Correlation coefficients (r) between ECMWF simulated winds and observations from
23 to 27 January 2014, over the North East Atlantic.
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Table 4. Wind stress parameterizations tested in this study
Table A1. Mean Charnock tables for empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization, based
on 2014 year analysis
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Date
2005-09-26
2006-12-09
2007-12-10
2009-01-23
2013-12-15
2014-01-25
2014-12-08
2015-01-19
2015-03-10
2015-12-07

Rank
10
7
3
1
9
5
2
8
4
6

Name

Wind

Zeljko
Xynthia
No name
Hans/Klaus
Zaki
Kaat/Lilli
Alexandra
Jan
Erich
Uwe

(m s-1)
35.9
37.6
39.0
41.8
36.9
38.1
39.6
37.0
38.2
37.9

Wind
Gust
(m s-1)
46.3
50.4
54.0
37.8
48.0
56.3
45.5
51.7
52.6
57.9

MSL
Pressure
(hPa)
967
951
963
944
957
953
964
974
966
959

Hs

Prec.

(m)
8.2
9.0
7.5
9.4
9.7
11.7
7.8
9.9
7.8
6.8

(mm per 24h)
27
29
30
44
27
31
25
26
28
38

Table 1. Maximum of wind, wind gust, minimum of Mean Sea Level (MSL) pressure,
maximum significant wave height (Hs), and precipitation over 24 hours for the 10 more energetic
events, based on ERA-Interim analysis over period 2005-2015 over the North East Atlantic.

Instrument

Satellite

Data
provider

Swath Width
(km)

Wind product
sampling (km)

Max.
wind
(m s-1)

Nb of points
for
collocation

ASCAT

Metop-A/B

KNMI

2*512.5

12.5

36.2

367 032

ASCAT

Metop-A

RSS

2*512.5

27

34.1

43 469

AMSR2

GCOM-W1

SOLab

1450

10

31.9

166803

WindSat

Coriolis

RSS

1000

25

37.4

35 974

MIRAS

SMOS

Ifremer

600

15

39.8

31 622

Poséidon-3

JASON-2

NASA

/

6

27.6

4 868

Buoys

2 389

Platforms

6 587

Table 2. Main characteristics of satellite wind products on 26 January 2014 over the North East
Atlantic, and number of points for collocation.
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Instrument
ASCAT
ASCAT
AMSR2
WindSat
MIRAS
Poséidon-3
Buoys
Platforms

Satellite
Metop-A/B
Metop-A
GCOM-W1
Coriolis
SMOS
JASON-2

Data provider
KNMI
RSS
SOLab
RSS
Ifremer
NASA

Correlation coefficient (r)
0.95
0.94
0.90
0.94
0.79
0.92
0.91
0.91

Table 3. Correlation coefficients (r) between ECMWF simulated winds and observations from
23 to 27 January 2014, over the North East Atlantic.

Parameterization

Reference

[1] Coupled ECWAM/IFS with default ECMWF parameterization

Janssen 1991

[2] Coupled ECWAM/IFS with WW3 physics (i.e. different wave
dissipation and growth parameterizations)

Ardhuin et al., 2010
as implemented in
ECWAM.

[3] Coupled ECWAM/IFS with wave age dependent parameterization
[4] Coupled ECWAM/IFS with empirically-adjusted Charnock
parameterization

Oost et al., 2002
This study

[5] Constant Charnock 0.018
Table 4. Wind stress parameterizations tested in this study

Wind (m s-1)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mean Charnock
0.0066
0.0069
0.0079
0.0094
0.0109
0.0120
0.0129
0.0139
0.0150
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Wind (m s-1)
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Mean Charnock
0.0397
0.0413
0.0422
0.0431
0.0443
0.0463
0.0487
0.0491
0.0494
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

0.0164
0.0178
0.0192
0.0205
0.0219
0.0234
0.0249
0.0264
0.0281
0.0300
0.0322
0.0348
0.0374

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

0.0537
0.0543
0.0586
0.0582
0.0515
0.0518
0.0463
0.0492
0.0490
0.0508
0.0362
0.0338

Table A1. Mean Charnock tables for empirically-adjusted Charnock parameterization, based on
2014 year analysis
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Figure B1. Standard deviation between ECMWF model (CY41R1) and observations (buoys, platforms, and
satellite data), computed from 23 to 27 January 2014 on the North East Atlantic
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Figure B2. Root Mean Square (RMS) errors between ECMWF model (CY41R1) and observations (buoys,
platforms, and satellite data), computed from 23 to 27 January 2014 on the North East Atlantic
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